
NOW OR NEVER – ‘II’ (Mighty Music) HARD ROCK 

It’s now or never – famous last words – and a famously no nonsense album from a group of 

experienced musos who’ve done it, bought the t-shirt and washed it until the design has faded 

and it looks like a size befitting a small child, and we’ve all had those, yeah? With their 

backgrounds you’d guess they know what they’re talking about. For starters we have a couple 

of ex-Pretty Maids members helping turn base metal and rock to gold with Ricky Marx’s 

guitar and longer term bassist Kenn Jackson getting together with Jo Amore, one of those 

drummers who’s stepped up to take up the vocal mic. And hey, the bonus is that he even 

sounds a bit like Ronnie James Dio! Then there’s Ranzo, who is one of those who adds 

lyricist and co-writer to his battery of drums. 

With what they call ‘epic hard rock anthems, crushing riffs and catchy melodies’, it’s hard to 

disagree after the battering they hand out in the opening salvo of songs. Aside from the grand 

intro to ‘King For A Day’ there’s no messing about, no cross genre, dressed up clever-clog 

writing, just good old fashioned heavy rock which hits hard, often below the belt and doesn’t 

waste a single drop of juice. The sound is nice and full for the four-piece thanks to quality 

production; again as per the debut album, co-production is credited to Pat Liotard. Some 

variation comes in the form of the relatively slower paced yet triumphant swagger of ‘I’ll Be 

Waiting’ and there’s a noticeably strutting Eastern influence in ‘Revolution’. 

The extended seven minutes of ‘Save Me’ brings things down a gear introducing a more slow-

burning and smouldering twist to proceedings in contrast to the relentless pummelling over 

the majority of the record. It’s the song where the label ‘epic’ comes into play with a 

vengeance. 

‘Til The End of Time’ close the album in grand style; as close as you’d get to a ballad from 

Now Or Never. It is pleasantly string laden with Jo Amore wringing every ounce and nuance 

of emotion one final time. It’s a slight diversion but a cracking way to end the album. ‘Now 

Or Never II’ truly lives up to the billing – a loud and proud celebration of Melodic Hard Rock 

and Metal. 
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